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What is nice about large bite
marks on whale bone from this
locality is that there is no other
shark with serrated teeth large
enough (right) to mark fossil
bone thusly; confirming a
meg/cetacean encounter. It is not
known from this piece of bone if
this was a predatory or
scavenging event. Metric scale.

This small piece of fossil whale bone was found along the Potomac
River by Paul Murdoch. It is noteworthy because two of its sides are
strongly marked by parallel grooves cut into the bone, prior to it
becoming fossilized, by the serrations on the cutting edge of the teeth
of Carcharocles megalodon. The thickness of the bone suggests baleen
whale in origin, but which bone remains unknown. Below, serrated
edge of C. megalodon tooth. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼
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Micros Donated to CMM

Adrien Malick found and donated this piece of
limonite that preserves impressions of fecal? pellets
(upper left of image; enlarged below). (Limonite is a
sedimentary rock made of iron oxyhydroxides.)

Enlarged view of what appear to be impressions of
millimeter-scale fecal pellets in limonite. ☼
These tiny shark and ray teeth from the Aquia
Formation were bulk-collected along the Potomac
River by Walt Johns and screen-washed and
condensed by Marco Gulotta. The duo also donated
hundreds of comparable specimens from the
Oligocene/Miocene contact along a river in Virginia.
☼

Ironstone Starfish

Tiny Fecal? Pellets in Ironstone

Joe McSharry found this body cast or feeding trace
(aka Asteriacites) of a diminutive starfish preserved
in limonite. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼
Mangano, M.B., L.A. Duatois, R.R. West, and C.G.
Maples. 1999. The origin and paleoecologic
significance of the trace fossils Asteriacites in the
Pennsylvanian of Kansas. Lethaia 32:17-30.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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CMM Fossil Club Donates $500
Members of the CMMFC voted to donate $500 to
the CMM Department of Paleontology to help fund
their summer intern program. We in the department
are very grateful for this generous donation that will
be greatly appreciated by the summer interns who
will benefit. ☼

Eocene Bird Tracks Donated

Mike Ellwood donated these Eocene Green River
Formation bird tracks to the Calvert Marine
Museum. They will be added to our Earth-History
Time Line in the paleontology gallery. Many thanks
Mike! These tracks were likely collected in Sevier
County, Utah.
“The Green River Formation is an Eocene
geologic formation that records the sedimentation in
a group of intermountain lakes in three basins along
the present-day Green River in Colorado, Wyoming,
and Utah. The sediments were deposited in very fine
layers, a dark layer during the growing season and a
light-hue inorganic layer in the dry season. Each
pair of layers is called a varve and represents one
year. The sediments of the Green River Formation
present a continuous record of six million years.”

Quote taken from:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_River_Formation

Editor’s Note: Recently, I had the opportunity to
visit two museums; The Bruce Museum in
Greenwich, Connecticut and the New Jersey State
Museum in Trenton. The following are short
reviews.

The Bruce Museum
Greenwich, Connecticut

Three Pachyrhinosaurus sp., ceratopsian (i.e.
horned) dinosaurs (sculpted by Brian Cooley)
welcome visitors to the Bruce Museum
(https://brucemuseum.org. The Bruce Museum is a
relatively small, but world-class institution
highlighting art, science and natural history in more
than a dozen changing exhibitions annually. The
permanent galleries feature the natural sciences that
encompass regional to global perspectives.
The current paleontological exhibit is entitled: Last
Days of Pangea: In the Footsteps of Dinosaurs.
November 19, 2016 - July 16, 2017. “Last Days of
Pangea highlights local discoveries that place the
Connecticut Valley at the epicenter of one of the
most dramatic eras of prehistory. Two hundred
million years ago, early dinosaurs lived alongside
bizarre reptiles on the supercontinent Pangea.”
Quote taken from:
https://brucemuseum.org/site/exhibitions_detail/lastdays-of-pangea-in-the-footsteps-of-the-dinosaurs

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Life restoration of a Triassic semionotid fish. The
exhibit was curated by Dr. Daniel Ksepka, Bruce
Museum Curator of Science. Photos by S. Godfrey.
☼

Jurassic Mammal
'Fed Milk to Young'
Skeleton of the carnivorous archosaur Postosuchus
kirkpatricki. In addition to skeletons of some of the
diversity of Triassic vertebrates, I very much enjoyed
the life-restorations, sculpted by Sean Murtha, of
some of the smaller members of this extinct fauna,
including the possibly aquatic reptile Hypuronector
(below) and a semionotid fish (second below).

http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-highlandsislands-39791226

Hypuronector limnaios, Lockatong Formation,
Weehawken,
New
Jersey
(Late
Triassic).
Hypuronector is a drepanosauromorph, a group of
diapsid reptiles known for their unusual (possibly
prehensile) tails. This life restoration shows it in an
aquatic environment with a swimming tail.

If your travel plans take you near Trenton, New
Jersey, the State Museum is definitely worth a visit.
Although the fossil displays are not extensive, they
do give you a sense of the diversity of organisms that
inhabited New Jersey throughout its geological
history.
http://www.state.nj.us/state/museum/

Submitted by R. Staley. ☼

The New Jersey State Museum
Trenton, New Jersey

Continued next page…
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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These dwelling dinosaurs (Dryptosaurus) are their
most dramatic paleo-exhibit component. The mount
was inspired by the famous 1897 painting by Charles
R. Knight (below).

This is the most complete skeleton of this elk-moose
(Cervalces scotti) known (left). The species became
extinct about 10,000 years ago, so it would have
been hunted by humans inhabiting ice-age New
Jersey. Hope Twp., Warren County, New Jersey
(NJSM PU10648).

Bear and Shark Tooth

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/
16/Laelops-Charles_Knight-1896.jpg

While touring the archaeological exhibits at the New
Jersey State Museum in Trenton, this fossil shark
tooth from Carcharodon (Isurus) hastalis captured
my attention. It derives from excavation 14, Abbott
Farm, National Historic Landmark, Mercer County,
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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NJ (AE472.54952.16, .67658). Most fossil shark
teeth found in archaeological context have been
anthropogenically modified for use as projectile
points or other. However, this tooth shows no sign of
having been modified.

Turtle Myth

The fossil mako tooth was displayed adjacent to a
?modern bear tooth (left) found in the same
excavation. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Over-Achieving Shark

This fossil baleen whale radius (CMM-V-3979) was
found by Douggie Douglass as beach float along
Calvert Cliffs. From where it was found near
Parkers Creek, it probably derives from the Calvert
Formation. What is most impressive are the obvious
sets of shark tooth gouges cutting across the bone.
From the repeating pattern of the gouge marks, it
appears as though the shark clenched the bone and
shook its head violently from side to side - its teeth
cutting down into the bone during a minimum of five
biting events. It is not yet known if these bite marks
came about as a result of predation or scavenging. If
predation, the whale didn’t survive the encounter;
none of the bite marks show any sign of healing. ☼

This remarkable stone effigy in the New Jersey State
Museum also caught my attention (AE1985.13.1,
jasper). The caption read as follows: “This effigy in
the shape of a turtle is one of five similar artifacts
found on a Red Bank farm. According to the
documented oral traditions, the turtle holds special
meaning to the Lanape people. According to their
legend, the turtle arose from water and the Creator
placed mud upon its back which grew to become the
great island on which we all now live. From this
earth, a tree grew. This tree sent up a sprout which
became man. Later, the tree bent and sent up
another shoot which became woman. From these two
came all the people on earth. Variations of this story
also known as the World Turtle Myth may be found
in Iroquois, Hindu, Chinese and other cultures
throughout the world.” Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Miocene Horse Foot Bones

Found nearly 7 months apart! The two pieces on the
right were found on Sept. 9, 2016 about 20 feet
apart. The piece on the left was found more recently
on April 5, 2017! As John Nance was looking
through old photos, he realized that this newer piece
looked awfully similar to pieces already in our
collection. He pulled the tooth out of its cabinet and
there it was - a perfect fit!

John Nance was out collecting and found an odd toe
bone (left, phalanx). It clearly derived from a land
mammal but beyond that he wasn’t sure. The two
most probable identifications were horse or camel.
After comparing it with specimens in the collection,
he held it up to another horse bone that he had found
back in 2004 at the same beach and in the same
general area. Had these bones not been collected 13
years apart he would have sworn that they were
from the same individual.
Text and photos submitted by J. Nance. ☼

Found Seven Months Apart!

Text and photos submitted by J. Nance. ☼

Health of the Chesapeake Bay
http://www.umces.edu/news/chesapeake-bay-reportcard-shows-steady-recovery
The overall health of the Chesapeake is somewhat
level…the Patuxent continues to be one of the worst
areas of the bay in terms of this report card.
Submitted by D. Moyer. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Australia: Scientists Discover
World’s Biggest Dinosaur
Footprints

This large somewhat flattened coprolite was found
as beach float along Calvert Cliffs by John Nance.

https://www.yahoo.com/news/australia-scientistsdiscover-world-biggest-111738876.html
Submitted by D. Moyer. ☼

Chicken with a Dinosaur Face
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20150512-birdgrows-face-ofdinosaur?ocid=ww.social.link.facebook
I wonder if we could tease Megalodon out of
Carcharhinus…
Submitted by D. Moyer. ☼

Capacious Coprolite

☼

Whale and Dolphin Tooth Shape

Editor’s Note: The following image was included in
the March issue of The Ecphora. Dr. Mark Uhen
very kindly let me know that the original image was
published in his Dental Morphology chapter in the
Encyclopedia of Marine Mammals, 2nd Edition.

☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Small Dolphin Radius

The extant Amazon River Dolphin. Photo: courtesy
Steinhart Aquarium.

This small radius (one of the bones in the flipper)
was found by John Nance in the St. Marys
Formation along Calvert Cliffs. It most closely
resembles the radius of the extant Amazon River
Dolphin (Inia geoffrensis), pictured below (right,
USNM 239667, from Brazil) next to the CMM
specimen.

Many thanks to John Ososky (USNM) for
encouraging our visit to study the river dolphin
skeletons in his care.
Reference
Godfrey, S. J., and L. G. Barnes. 2008. A new genus
and species of Late Miocene pontoporiid
dolphin (Cetacea: Odontoceti) from the St.
Marys Formation in Maryland. Journal of
Vertebrate Paleontology 28(2):520-528. ☼

Otter Cam
The Calvert Marine Museum has successfully
launched its second otter cam. To simplify, the page
names have been altered (Otter Indoor Cam / Otter
Outdoor Cam) and as such, any previously linked
pages will have errors. This was important because
the live streams need to have android and apple
buttons for cellular viewers and each button had to
be associated with the right cam to avoid confusion.

The only currently known small dolphin from the St.
Marys Formation is Stenasodelphis russellae, named
on the basis of a single partial skull (Godfrey and
Barnes, 2008). This new find could have come from
Stenasodelphis, but until more complete specimens
are found, we won’t know that for sure.

http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/375/Otter-IndoorCam
http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/439/Otter-OutdoorCam
Submitted by D. Moyer. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Pen Shell Preserved

golden hue and these items were greatly valued by
the ancients.” Quote from:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinnidae

Voluminous Volute

Fossil pen shells (Pinnidae – Atrina harrisi) are
delicate and are only very rarely found and collected
intact. Here is a lovely specimen that was found by
Paul Murdoch in Shattuck Zone 17 of the Choptank
Formation and prepared by John Nance. ☼
“Extant pen shells produce pearls of moderate value.
In the Mediterranean area, material made from the
holdfast or byssus of Pinna nobilis Linné has been
utilized in the manufacture of clothing for many
centuries: gloves, shawls, stockings and cloaks.
Apparel made from this material has an attractive

This lovely volute (Scaphella solitaria, CMM-V4075) from the St. Marys Formation was collected
and prepared by J. Nance. Photos by S. Godfrey.☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Peccary Scapula Found
The adjacent two photos are of a peccary
partial scapula that was found by Christopher Blair
along Calvert Cliffs. The upper flattened plate-like
portion of this scapula is missing.
In the lower photo, the prong-like coracoid
process is seen protruding towards the lower left.
Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS
Saturday, September 16th, 2017. Fossil Club
meeting at 1:00 pm in the 3rd floor lounge followed
by a public lecture in the Harms Gallery at 2:30 pm.
Tim Foard will speak on the many fossils (mostly
wood) that he has thin sectioned.
Saturday, November 18th, 2017. 12:00 PM –
Chestnut Cabin @ Scientists Cliffs – beach
walk/collecting, potluck lunch, meeting, and
presentation. Dale Greenwalt of the Smithsonian
will give a lecture on Fossil Insects.☼

Limonite What’s It

Nick Spero found and donated this curiously marked
piece of limonite. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Pegmatitic Rock from Calvert
Cliffs

Crayfish along the Potomac River

This rock was collected by John Nance from
Shattuck Zone 10 of the Calvert Formation (Plum
Point Marl Member) in March of 2017. When he
first saw the rock, he thought it was just a punky
chunk of whale bone. After digging it up and
cleaning it off, he realized that it was a rock. Stones
are occasionally found in Calvert Cliffs and are
thought to have been transported by tree root rafting
or ice flows (Vogt and Parrish, 2012). These rocks
are usually smaller marble- to golf-ball-sized
pebbles. This rock is unique in both its size and the
fact that it has not been rounded from river
transport. Bob Hazen identified the minerals as
biotite mica and calcic plagioclase. The rock likely
derives from a pegmatitic (large interlocking
crystals) vein within the Wissahickon Group that
makes up most of the basement rock of the Piedmont
Region.
Submitted by J. Nance.
Reference
Vogt, P.R., and Parrish, M. 2012. Driftwood
dropstones in Middle Miocene Climate
Optimum shallow marine strata (Calvert
Cliffs, Maryland Coastal Plain): Erratic
pebbles no certain proxy for cold climate.
Palaeogeography,
Palaeoclimatology,
Palaeoecology. 323-325: 100-109. ☼

Here is a female crayfish holding her brood of eggs.
Photos submitted by J. Cuffley. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Hadrodelphis Tail Vertebrae

this, you’ll know that it helped to support the fleshy
fluke.

Fractured Caudal Vertebra

Hadrodelphis calvertense is one of the largest
dolphins known from the Calvert Formation
(“hadro” means heavy). This circular vertebra is
close to the end of the tail, but it is not one of the
vertebrae within the tail fluke. In cetaceans,
vertebrae that support the fluke are compressed from
top to bottom (figured below) so that the vertebra is
wider than it is high.

Debbie Palmer found and loaned this curious small
whale tail vertebra to the CMM. CT scans of the
vertebra confirm that the vertical fracture and lesion
marking its posterior face extend partway into the
body of the centrum. It reminds me of a compression
fracture (although compression fractures are usually
horizontal across the bottom of the vertebra). If the
initial fracture was caused by a physical trauma, the
whale did not die immediately; some healing
occurred. Could this represent evidence of a failed
megalodon predation event? Other suggestions
welcome… Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Fluke tail vertebra from Hadrodelphis (CMM-V-11).
The next time you find a “squished” vertebra like
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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The Ecphora is published four times a year
and is the official newsletter of the Calvert Marine
Museum Fossil Club. The Editor welcomes
contributions for possible inclusion in the
newsletter from any source. Submit articles, news
reports of interest to club members, field trip
reports, and/or noteworthy discoveries. All
opinions expressed in the newsletter are strictly those
of the authors and do not reflect the views of the club
or the museum as a whole. Copyright on items or
articles published in The Ecphora is held by
originating authors and may only be reproduced with
the written permission of the editor or of the
author(s) of any article contained within.
Editor’s Address:
Stephen Godfrey Ph.D.
Curator of Paleontology
Calvert Marine Museum
P.O. Box 97
Solomons, MD 20688
Godfresj@co.cal.md.us

Many thanks to Mike Ellwood, John Nance, Cecily
Hein, and Donald Morgan III for proofreading this
edition.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter

